
Issue #2

Austie Flies for

summer Vacation!



To listen to the audio book version 
in english or spanish: 
Link to our AUS Austie page 

answer key to ACTIVITIES 
IN this book, AND 

For Our airport map of shops, 
restaurants, music & art:
Link to our Airport Maps
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welcome one and all!
austie studied hard all school year,
he never dropped the ball.
yippee, well done, hooray! 
now it’s time 
for a fun family vacay! 

Where are you going? keep track of your trip-
Your flight number is: __________ Departure time: ___________
Airline:_________________________Gate number: ___________



Hmmm...

� 

travel size
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puppy parents, clara & gertie, 
prepared austie for this day.
they arrived 2 hours early
in order to get through T.S.A.!



now I’m 

ready!
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keep your mug covered 

AIRPORT

Aus
tie

HandSanitizer

12 oz

clean & sanitize your paws
don’t lose track of your toys & treats
always stay close toyour “hoomans”



1. Boarding pass

2. approach

3. airspace

4. concourse

5. deplane

6. knots

7. pushback

8. baggage carousel
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airport lingo is hard 
for this little pup.
can you help austie 
match these terms up? 

Equipment that collects everyone’s 
luggage from the plane you were 
on, and where you collect what you 
brought with you.

A paper or digital document on your 
phone that gives passengers 
permission to board an airplane for a 
particular flight.

A fancy word for getting off the plane, 
don’t forget your belongings!

Nautical unit of measurement for 
speed.

Procedure for pushing an aircraft 
backward and away from an airport 
gate.

When you hear the pilot or crew talking 
about this, it means that the plane is 
beginning its descent for 
landing.

A broad, open area in the airport after 
you get through the T.S.A. line for 
people to walk around.

The area above the ground in which 
aircraft travel. It is divided into
zones for the control and safety of 
traffic.
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airports can sometimes 
seem like a maze. 
practice your skills below,
you can find anything,
and you deserve all the praise!



Welcome to
AUS!

TACOS

POP

welcome to 
austin!

Austie loves to walk the concourse 
to burn off energy and discover  
new friends who like to talk 
In order to make new memories!
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Meet business traveler, 
Ally M  Cat!
she works for the airlines
and flies frequently. 
she is happy to show austie 
fun things to see!

C

meowww

hello
!

Welcome to
AUS!

TACOS

POP

meow
hello!
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TACOS!

Can you

teach me

about

airplanes?

BBQ

art displays, live music, 
toys, tacos, and bbq!
ally even showed austie   
where he could watch planes
and lay around with the crew.

Tacos
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TACOS!

Can you

teach me

about

airplanes?

BBQ
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 what does it do?

rock n' rollin' - plane in motion

Flying is complex. Planes in flight 
are free to rotate in three dimensions 
around its center of gravity.
  
Based on the definitions of 
aircraft motion below, can you guess 
what type of motion each part on this 
plane controls?

Roll motion is an up and down 
movement of the wings of an 
aircraft.

Pitch motion is an up or down 
movement of the nose of an 
aircraft.

Yaw motion is a side to side 
movement of the nose of an 
aircraft.

Drag is the force that work to 
slow an aircraft’s movement 
through the air.

Thrust is the force which moves 
an aircraft through the air. 

Lift is the force that directly opposes 
the weight of an airplane and holds 
the airplane in the air. 

learn  about  aviation 

ANSWER: THIS IS WHERE 
THE PILOT COMMANDS & 
CONTROLS ALL OF THESE 
PARTS
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rock n' rollin' - plane in motion
learn  about  aviation 
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Ally mccat, clara, gertie and austie
boarded their plane nice and orderly.
new friends wished each other well.
they knew next time they met,
they would have great stories to tell!
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aSK AUSTIE A QUESTION! 

Send Austie your questions about traveling, 
airports and even his recommendations on 
things to do in his hometown of Austin! 
Send Austie a Tweet on Twitter by tagging 
@AUStinAirport and using the hashtag #AskAustie 
and Austie and his friends will answer!

looking for more activities? 
Visit our AUS scavenger hunt page



thank you for
flying AUS!

follow the AUStin airport for updates on future issues!

Facebook: @AustinAirport

Instagram: @ausairport

twitter: @AUStinAirport

austie Team:

Austie Story & Design: Cory Anne Hurless, Arts Program 
Austie Illustrations & Translation: Melissa Montalvo Salazar, Guest Services
Audio Book: Michael Pennock,  Music Coordinator
Promotion: Sam Haynes, Public Information & Marketing

www.austintexas.gov/airport


